Doppler-Based Motion Compensation Strategies for 3-D Diverging Wave Compounding and Multiplane-Transmit Beamforming: A Simulation Study.
Fast imaging of the heart has shown promise toward bringing new diagnostic information. Although most studies to date have been based on 2-D imaging technology, the ultimate diagnostic tool would enable fast 3-D echocardiography. Hereto, 3-D diverging wave compounding (DWC) and 3-D multiline-transmit (MLT) beamforming have recently been proposed. Moreover, in our recent study, a hybrid technique was proposed in which multiple planar diverging waves were transmitted [i.e., multiplane-transmit (MPT)]. The proposed 3MPT sequence was demonstrated to outperform $9 \times 9$ DWC and 16MLT-4MLA (i.e., multiline acquisition) while imaging moving targets. However, none of the investigated beamforming techniques made use of motion compensation (MoCo) strategies. In this paper, we therefore propose Doppler-based MoCo strategies for 3-D DWC and MPT and test them via computer simulations. It is demonstrated that the MoCo strategies proposed for both DWC and MPT are effective and significantly restore image quality. Moreover, the MPT beamforming with MoCo outperforms $9 \times 9$ DWC with MoCo in terms of contrast ratio and contrast-to-noise ratio. The proposed MPT beamforming with MoCo thus provides volumetric images with relatively high temporal resolution (~66 Hz) and high image quality that is minimally affected by motion artifacts.